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Abstract
We study a prototype Crossing Minimization problem, defined as follows. Let F be an infinite
family of (possibly vertex-labeled) graphs. Then, given a set P of (possibly labeled) n points in
the Euclidean plane, a collection L ⊆ Lines(P ) = {` : ` is a line segment with both endpoints in
P }, and a non-negative integer k, decide if there is a subcollection L0 ⊆ L such that the graph
G = (P, L0 ) is isomorphic to a graph in F and L0 has at most k crossings. By G = (P, L0 ), we refer
to the graph on vertex set P , where two vertices are adjacent if and only if there is a line segment
that connects them in L0 . Intuitively, in Crossing Minimization, we have a set of locations of
interest, and we want to build/draw/exhibit connections between them (where L indicates where it
is feasible to have these connections) so that we obtain a structure in F. Natural choices for F are
the collections of perfect matchings, Hamiltonian paths, and graphs that contain an (s, t)-path (a
path whose endpoints are labeled). While the objective of seeking a solution with few crossings is
of interest from a theoretical point of view, it is also well motivated by a wide range of practical
considerations. For example, links/roads (such as highways) may be cheaper to build and faster to
traverse, and signals/moving objects would collide/interrupt each other less often. Further, graphs
with fewer crossings are preferred for graphic user interfaces.
As a starting point for a systematic study, we consider a special case of Crossing Minimization.
Already for this case, we obtain NP-hardness and W[1]-hardness results, and ETH-based lower
bounds. Specifically, suppose that the input also contains a collection D of d non-crossing line
segments such that each point in P belongs to exactly one line in D, and L does not contain line
segments between points on the same line in D. Clearly, Crossing Minimization is the case where
d = n – then, P is in general position. The case of d = 2 is of interest not only because it is the most
restricted non-trivial case, but also since it corresponds to a class of graphs that has been well studied
– specifically, it is Crossing Minimization where G = (P, L) is a (bipartite) graph with a so called
two-layer drawing. For d = 2, we consider three basic choices of F. For perfect matchings, we show (i)
NP-hardness with an ETH-based lower bound, (ii) solvability in subexponential parameterized time,
and (iii) existence of an O(k2 )-vertex kernel. Second, for Hamiltonian paths, we show (i) solvability
in subexponential parameterized time, and (ii) existence of an O(k2 )-vertex kernel. Lastly, for
graphs that contain an (s, t)-path, we show (i) NP-hardness and W[1]-hardness, and (ii) membership
in XP.
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Introduction

Let F be an infinite family of (possibly vertex-labeled) graphs. Suppose that given a graph
F , the membership of F in F is testable in time polynomial in the size of F . For the family
F, we define a prototype Crossing Minimization problem as follows (see Fig. 1). Given
a set P of (possibly labeled) n points in the two-dimensional Euclidean plane, a collection
L ⊆ Lines(P ) = {` : ` is a line segment with both endpoints in P }, and a non-negative integer
k, decide if there exists a subcollection L0 ⊆ L such that the graph G = (P, L0 ) is isomorphic1
to a graph in F and L0 has at most k crossings. The notation G = (P, L0 ) refers to the
graph on vertex set P , where two vertices are adjacent if and only if there is a line segment
that connects them in L0 . Moreover, the number of crossings of L0 is the number of pairs of
line segments in L0 that intersect each other at a point other than their possible common
endpoint. The Crossing Minimization problem is a general model for a wide range of
scenarios where we have a set of points of interest that correspond to geographical areas or
fixed objects such as cities, manufacturing machinery or immobile equipment, attractions
and mailboxes, and we want to build, draw or exhibit connections between them (where L
indicates where it is feasible to have these connections) in order to obtain a structure in F.
While the objective of seeking a solution with few crossings is of interest from a theoretical
viewpoint, it is also well motivated by practical considerations. For example, public tracks
(such as roads, highways or even paths in amusement parks) with fewer crossings require the
construction of less bridges, elevated tracks, traffic lights and roundabouts, and therefore
they are likely to be cheaper to build [42], easier and faster to traverse [10], and cause less
accidents [21]. Moreover, signals and moving objects would interrupt each other less often.
This property may be crucial as frequent collision between signals can distort or weaken
them [3]. Furthermore, for moving objects such as robots (cleaning robots, autonomous agents
and self-driving cars) that cannot physically be present in an intersection point simultaneously,
encountering a large number of crossings may require the development of more complex
navigation and sensory systems [37]. Lastly, graphs with fewer crossings are easier to view
and analyze – in graphic user interfaces, for example, visual clarity is a major issue [13].

1

With respect to vertex-labeled graphs, isomorphism also preserves the labeling of vertices rather than
only their adjacency relationships – that is, a vertex labeled i can only be mapped to a vertex labeled i.
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Figure 1 An instance of Crossing Minimization (in black) where F is the family of (a) perfect
matchings, and (b) graphs that have an (s, t)-path. Solution edges are marked by squiggly lines –
the number of crossings is 2 in (a) and 1 in (b). The d = 3 colorful line segments display D.

Keeping the above applications in mind, three natural choices for the family F are the family of (Hamiltonian) paths, the family of graphs that contain an (s, t)-path (identification
of s and t is modeled by vertex labels), and the family of (possibly vertex-labeled) perfect
matchings. Indeed, these families model the most basic scenarios where all points must be
connected by a path (e.g., to plan tracks for sightseeing trains or maintenance equipment
such as cleaning robots or lawn mowers), only a specific pair of points must be connected
by a path (e.g., to transport goods between two destinations), or the points are to be
matched with one another (e.g., to pair up robots and charging ports). Furthermore, the
computational problems that correspond to these families – Hamiltonian Path, (s, t)Path and Perfect Matching, respectively – are among the most classical problems
in computer science [22, 29, 18, 11].
As a starting point for a systematic study, we consider a special case of Crossing
Minimization. Already for this case, we obtain NP-hardness and W[1]-hardness results, and
ETH-based lower bounds, alongside positive results. Specifically, suppose that the input also
contains a collection D of d non-crossing line segments such that each point in P belongs to
exactly one line in D, and L does not contain line segments between points on the same line
in D (see Fig. 1).2 Clearly, Crossing Minimization is the case where d = n – then, the set
P can be in general position. The case of d = 2 is of interest not only because it is the most
restricted non-trivial case, but also since it corresponds to a class of graphs that has been well
studied in the literature – specifically, this case is precisely Crossing Minimization where
G = (P, L) is a (bipartite) graph with a so called two-layer drawing. Clearly, our hardness
results carry over to any generalization of the case where d = 2. For this case, we consider
the aforementioned three basic choices of F, and obtain a comprehensive picture of their
complexity. In what follows, we discuss our contribution, and then review related literature.

1.1

Our Contribution

Our study focuses on the class of two-layered graphs. Formally, a two-layered graph is a
bipartite graph G with vertex bipartition V (G) = X ∪ Y that has a two-layer drawing – that
is, a placement of the vertices of X on distinct points on a straight line segment L1 , and the
2

Having lines segments between points on the same line in D only makes the problem more general.
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vertices of Y on distinct points on a different straight line segment L2 such that L1 and L2
are parallel to each other. (For ease of understanding, we take L1 to be a segment of the
line y = 1 in the plane, and similarly, L2 to be a segment of the line y = 0.) The relative
positions of the vertices in X and Y on L1 and L2 , respectively, are given by permutations
σX and σY . Each edge is drawn using a straight line segment connecting the points of its
end-vertices. We refer to (σX , σY ) as the two-layered embedding/drawing of G. Note that
(σX , σY ) uniquely determines which edges intersect. The crossing minimization problem that
corresponds to Perfect Matching on two-layered graphs is defined as follows.
Crossing-Minimizing Perfect Matching (CM-PM)

Parameter: k

Input: A two-layered graph G (i.e., a bipartite graph G with bipartition V (G) = X ∪ Y ,
and orderings σX and σY of X and Y , respectively), and a non-negative integer k.
Question: Does G have a perfect matching with at most k crossings?
Similarly, we define the crossing minimization variants of Hamiltonian Path (the
existence of a path that visits all vertices)3 and (s, t)-Path (the existence of a path between
two designated vertices). We refer to these problems as Crossing-Minimizing Hamiltonian
Path (CM-HP) and Crossing-Minimizing (s, t)-Path (CM-Path).

Our Results. In this paper, we present a comprehensive picture of both the classical and
parameterized computational complexities of these three problems as follows.4

CM-PM.
• Negative. NP-complete even on graphs of maximum degree 2. √Moreover, unless the ETH
fails, it can be solved neither in time 2o(n+m) nor in time 2o( k) nO(1) on these graphs,
(where n and m are respectively the number of vertices and edges of the input graph.)
• Positive. Admits a kernel with O(k 2 ) vertices.√Moreover, it admits a subexponential
parameterized algorithm with running time 2O( k) nO(1) . In light of the negative result
above, the running time of this algorithm is optimal under ETH.

We briefly remark that the proof of NP-completeness of CM-PM resolves an open
question related to a problem called Token Swapping (see Section 1.2), introduced in 2014
by Yamanaka et al. [48, 49]. Two generalizations of Token Swapping were introduced
by Yamanaka et al. [48, 49] and Bonnet et al. [7], both known to be NP-complete due to
Miltzow et al. [40]. One of the results of Bonnet et al. [7] is the analysis of the complexity of
all three token swapping problems on simple graph classes, including trees, cliques, stars and
paths. Subset Token Swapping was shown to be NP-complete on the first three classes,
but the status of the problem for paths was unknown. Since Subset Token Swapping
restricted to paths is equivalent to our CM-PM (noted by Miltzow [39]), we derive that
Subset Token Swapping restricted to paths is NP-complete as well.

3
4

We remark that our results for Hamiltonian Path can be extended to Hamiltonian Cycle.
Due to lack of space, several proofs have been omitted from the extended abstract.
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CM-HP.
• Negative. NP-complete even on graphs that admit a Hamiltonian
path. Unless the ETH
√
o(n+m)
o( k) O(1)
fails, it can be solved neither in time 2
nor in time 2
n
on these graphs.
• Positive. Admits a kernel with O(k 2 ) vertices. √Moreover, it admits a subexponential
parameterized algorithm with running time 2O( k log k) nO(1) . In light of the negative
result above, the running time of this algorithm is almost optimal under ETH.

While Hamiltonian Path is a classical NP-complete problem [22], we prove that in
the case of CM-HP, the hardness holds even if we know of a Hamiltonian path in the
input graph (in which case Hamiltonian Path is trivial). We also comment that in the
case of CM-HP (and also CM-Path), unlike the case of CM-PM, the problem becomes
trivially solvable in polynomial time on graphs of maximum degree 2. Indeed, graphs of
maximum degree 2 are collections of paths and cycles, and hence admit only linearly in n
many Hamiltonian paths that can be easily enumerated in polynomial time. Then, CM-HP
is solved by testing whether at least one of these Hamiltonian paths has at most k crossings.
In fact, most natural NP-complete graph problems become solvable in polynomial time on
graphs of maximum degree 2, therefore we find the hardness of CM-PM on these graphs
quite surprising.

CM-Path.
• Negative. NP-complete and W[1]-hard. Specifically, unless W[1] = FPT, it admits
neither an algorithm with running time f (k)nO(1) nor a kernel of size f (k), for any
computable function f of k.
• Positive. Member in XP. Specifically, it is solvable in time nO(k) .

In light of our first two sets of results, we find our third set of results quite surprising:
(s, t)-Path is the easiest to solve among itself, Perfect Matching and Hamiltonian
Path,5 yet when crossing minimization is involved, (s, t)-Path is substantially more difficult
than the other two problems – indeed, CM-PM is not even FPT (unless W[1] = FPT).
Our Methods.

In what follows, we give a brief overview of our methods.

CM-PM. We prove that CM-PM on graphs of maximum degree 2 is NP-hard by a reduction
o(n+m)
from Vertex
√ Cover. The same reduction shows that CM-PM does not admit any 2
o( k) O(1)
time (or 2
n
-time) algorithm unless the ETH fails.
For our algorithm and kernel, consider an instance (G, k) of CM-PM, where V (G) = X ∪Y
is the vertex bipartition with |X| = |Y | = n. For i ∈ [n], let xi and yi denote the ith vertices
of X and Y , respectively, in the given two-layered embedding of G. It is not difficult to see
that the only perfect matching with no crossings, if such a matching exists, is {xi yi | i ∈ [n]}.
Therefore, if M is a perfect matching and xi yj ∈ M with i 6= j, then the edge xi yi must

5

In particular, (s, t)-Path can be directly solved in linear time via BFS [11], while Perfect Matching is
only known to be solvable by more complex (non-linear time) algorithms such as Edmonds algorithm [18],
and the status of Hamiltonian Path is even worse given that it is NP-complete [22].
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intersect another edge in M , which yields a crossing. In fact, xi yj must intersect at least
|j − i| edges. Therefore, no feasible solution for CM-PM can contain an edge xi yj with
|j − i| > k. This observation plays a key role in both our algorithm and kernel designs.
Our algorithm is based on dynamic programming (DP), and its analysis is based on HardyRamanujan numbers [26].
(By considering these numbers, we are able to derive a running
√
time bound of O∗ (2O( k) ).) Very briefly, at stage i we consider the graph Gi , the subgraph
of G induced by Xi ∪ Yi = {xj , yj | j ≤ i}. Our algorithm “guesses” which subsets of V (Gi )
are going to be matched to “future vertices”, i.e., vertices in V (G) \ V (Gi ), in an optimal
solution, and solves the problem optimally on the graph induced by the remaining vertices.
For the kernel, we show that either (G, k) is a no-instance or the number of “bad pairs”, i.e.,
{xi , yi } where xi yi ∈
/ E(G), cannot exceed 2k. We then bound the number of pairs {xi , yi }
between two consecutive bad pairs by O(k) again, which gives a kernel with O(k 2 ) vertices.
CM-HP. By a reduction from a variant of Hamiltonian Path on bipartite graphs, we
show that CM-HP is NP-hard even if the input graph is assumed to have a Hamiltonian
path. For our FPT algorithm and kernel, we adopt a strategy similar to the one we employed
for CM-PM.
CM-PATH. We prove the W[1]-hardness of CM-Path by giving an appropriate reduction
from Multi-Colored Clique, which is known to be W[1]-hard [19]. Given an instance
(G, V1 , V2 , . . . , Vk ) of Multi-Colored Clique (G is a k-partite graph, and the problem
is to check whether G contains a clique with exactly one vertex from each Vi ), we create
an equivalent instance (G0 , X, Y, s, t, k 0 ) of CM-Path, where G0 is a two-layered graph, as
follows. We create an s-t path in G0 that “selects” a vertex from each Vi and an edge for
each (distinct) pair (Vi , Vj ). To this end, for each Vi , we have a vertex selection gadget Vi ,
and for (distinct) Vi , Vj , we have an edge selection gadget Eij . The vertex and edge selection
gadgets are arranged in a linear fashion to create an s − t path in G0 . In the construction,
we add a pair of non-adjacent vertices in Eij for each edge between Vi and Vj . We also add a
path between the pair of (non-adjacent) vertices whose edges cross the gadgets Vi and Vj ,
which enforces compatibility between vertices and edges that are selected. Finally, by setting
k 0 appropriately, we get the desired reduction.
As for the XP algorithm for CM-Path, we guess which edges of G are going to be involved
in crossings in a feasible solution. The problem then reduces to connecting these guessed
edges using crossing-free subpaths, which can be done in polynomial time.

1.2

Related Works

The Crossing Number Problem. The crossing number of a graph G is the minimum
number of crossings in a plane drawing of G. The notion of a crossing number originally
arose in 1940 by Turán [46] for bipartite graphs in the context of the minimization of the
number of crossings between tracks connecting brick kilns to storage sites. Computationally,
the input of the Crossing Number problem is a graph G and a non-negative integer k, and
the task is to decide whether the crossing number of G is at most k. This problem is among
the most classical and fundamental graph layout problems in computer science. It was shown
to be NP-complete by Garey and Johnson in 1983 [23]. Not only is the problem NP-complete
on graphs of maximum degree 3 [27], but also it is surprisingly NP-complete even on graphs
that can be made planar and hence crossing-free by the removal of just a single edge [8].
Nevertheless, Crossing Number was shown to be FPT by Grohe already in 2001 [24], who
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developed an algorithm that runs in time f (k)n2 where f is at least double exponential.6 A
further development was achieved by Kawarabayashi and Reed [32], who showed that the
problem is solvable in time f (k)n. On the negative side, Hlinený and Dernár [28] proved
that Crossing Number does not admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Variants of Crossing Number where the vertices can be placed only on prespecified
curves are extensively studied. Closely related to our work is the well-known Two-Layer
Crossing Minimization problem: given a bipartite graph G with vertex bipartition
V (G) = X ∪ Y , and a non-negative integer k, the task is to decide whether G admits a
two-layered drawing where the number of crossings is at most k. This problem originated
in VLSI design [44]. A solution to the Two-Layer Crossing Minimization problem is
also useful in solving the rank aggregation problem, which has applications in meta-search
and spam reduction on the Web [6]. We refer the reader to [50] and references therein for
other applications. The Two-Layer Crossing Minimization problem is long known to
be NP-complete, even in its one sided version where we are allowed to permute vertices
only from one (fixed) side [16, 17]. Further, the membership of Two-Layer Crossing
Minimization in FPT has already been proven close to two decades ago by Dujmovic et
al. [15]. Noteworthy is also the well-studied variant of Crossing Number that restricts
the vertices to be placed only on a prespecified circle and edges are drawn as straight line
segments. Both of these variants as well as their various versions are subject to an active line
of research [33]. Further, aesthetic display of these layouts are of importance in biology [36],
and included in standard graph layout software [31] such as yFiles, Graphviz, or OGDF. For
more information on Crossing Number and its variants, we refer to surveys such as [43].
Problems on Fixed Point Sets. Settings where we are given a set P of points in the
plane that represent vertices, and edges are to be drawn as straight lines between them,
are intensively studied since the early 80s. A large body of work has been devoted to the
establishment of combinatorial bounds on the number of crossing-free graphs on P , where
particular attention is given to crossing-free triangulations, perfect matchings and Hamiltonian
paths and cycles. Originally, the study of these bounds was initiated by Newborn and Moser
in 1980 [41] for crossing-free Hamiltonian cycles. For more information, we refer to the
excellent Introduction of Sharir and Welzl [45] and the references therein. Computationally,
the problem of counting the number of such crossing-free graphs (faster than the time required
to enumerate them) is of great interest (see, e.g., [47, 4, 38]). Furthermore, the computation
of a single crossing-free graph on P (such as a perfect matching), possibly with a special
property of being “short” [2, 1, 9], has already been studied since 1993 [30]. To the best of
our knowledge, the minimization of the number of crossings (rather than the detection of
a crossing-free graph) has received only little attention, mostly in an ad-hoc fashion. An
exception to this is the work of Halldórsson et al. [25] with respect to spanning trees. We
remark that they study the problem in its full generality, where the computation of even a
crossing-free spanning tree is already NP-complete [34, 30].
Related to our study is also the Metro Line Crossing Minimization problem, introduced by Benkert et al. [5]. Given an embedded graph G on P , as well as k pairs of vertices
(called terminals), a solution to this problem is a set of paths that connect their respective
pairs of terminals, and which has minimum number of “crossings” under a definition different

6

We find the contrast between this result and our result on CM-Path somewhat surprising. At first
glance, our CM-Path problem seems computationally simpler than Crossing Number (where the
embedding is computed from scratch), yet our problem is W[1]-hard while Crossing Number is FPT.
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than ours. Specifically, paths are thought of as being drawn in the plane “alongside” the
edges of G rather than on the edges themselves. Such a formulation allows to reuse a single
edge a large number of times. Therefore, the avoidance of crossings might come at the cost
of congesting the same tracks by buses and trains (or building many parallel tracks).

2

Preliminaries

We use N to denote {0, 1, 2, . . .}. For n ∈ N, let [n] = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n}, and [n]0 = [n] ∪ {0}.
Two-layered graphs. Whenever context is clear, denote the vertex bipartition of a twolayered graph G (given by the two-layer drawing) by (X, Y ). Let nX = |X| and nY = |Y |.
For i ∈ [nX ], let xi be the ith vertex of X, and for j ∈ [nY ], let yj be the jth vertex of Y .
Moreover, we say that i is the index of the vertex xi , and j is the index of the vertex yj ;
we write index(xi ) = i and index(yj ) = j. Similarly, let Xi denote {xr | 1 ≤ r ≤ i}, and
let Yj denote {yr | 1 ≤ r ≤ j}. For i, j ∈ [nX ], where i ≤ j, the set Xi,j denotes the set
{xp | i ≤ p ≤ j}. Moreover, if i < j, then Xj,i = ∅. The set Yi,j is defined analogously for
i, j ∈ [nY ]. A crossing in G is a pair of edges intersecting at a point other than their possible
common endpoints. Note that two edges xi yj and xr ys , where i, r ∈ [nX ] and j, s ∈ [nY ],
form a crossing (or, cross each other) if and only if r > i, j > s or i > r, s > j. For a
subgraph H of G, cr(H) denotes the number of crossings in H. Similarly, for a set of edges
E 0 ⊆ E(G), cr(E 0 ) denotes the number of crossings in the subgraph induced by E 0 .
For an introduction to parameterized complexity and kernelization, see [12, 14, 20].

3

NP-hardness for CM-PM

We show that CM-PM is NP-hard via a reduction from Vertex Cover (known to be
NP-hard from [35]). The Vertex Cover problem takes as input a graph H and an integer l,
and the goal is to check if there is S ⊆ V (H) of size at most l, such that H − S has no edges.
Let (H, l) be an instance of Vertex Cover. We create a corresponding instance (G, k)
of CM-PM. The general idea behind the reduction is to use two gadgets. The first one is
created for every vertex of H. There are two possible perfect matchings in each copy of the
gadget. Selecting one of these matchigs corresponds to choosing whether the vertex belongs
to the vertex cover or not. The second gadget is created for every edge of H. There are also
two possible perfect matchings in each copy of the gadget, corresponding to orienting the
edge in one of the two possible directions. The details of the construction ensure that the
number of crossings is minimized when each edge is oriented towards a selected vertex and
the number of selected vertices is minimal. We assume without loss of generality that the
two straight line segments are parallel and horizontal. Vertex gadgets are aligned in such a
way that there are no crossings between them, but each of them defines regions between the
vertices, called slots, that are used to anchor edge gadgets. The heart of the argument is a
careful analysis of the number of crossings between different gadgets.
For any integer s > 1, the vertex gadget of size s is a cycle on 8s vertices together with a
path on 2 vertices, positioned as shown in Figure 2. The vertex gadget defines 2s slots. The
slots are spaces between the vertices, whose exact location is marked in Figure 2 using gray
rectangles. The ones to the left of the pink edge are called left slots and the ones to the right
are called right slots. Furthermore, observe that there are only two ways to choose a perfect
matching in this gadget: either take all the blue edges and the pink edge in the middle, or
take all the yellow edges and the pink one. We interpret choosing the blue (yellow) matching
as selecting (not selecting) the vertex to the vertex cover.
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Figure 2 The vertex gadget of size 4, with 8 slots colored gray.
a

b

d

c

e

f

Figure 3 The edge gadget and the placement of its vertices in slots.

We fix an ordering v1 , . . . , vn on the vertices of H. For every v ∈ V (H), we create a copy
of the vertex gadget of size 2d(v). We arrange the gadgets on the two line segments in such a
way that each gadget occupies a separate range of the x axis and for every i < j, the gadget
for vi is to the left of the gadget for vj .
We process the edges in any order. For every vi vj ∈ E(H), where i < j, we select two
first unselected right slots in the gadget for vi and two first unselected left slots in the gadget
for vj . The edge gadget for vi vj is a cycle on 6 vertices that are labeled and arranged on the
line segments as shown in Figure 3. These vertices are carefully placed in the slots as follows:
vertices a and b in the first of the two selected slots of the gadget for vi , vertex c in the
second of these two slots, vertex d in the first of the two selected slots of the gadget for vj ,
and vertices e and f in the second of these two slots. The edge gadget admits two different
perfect matchings. We interpret choosing the green (red) matching as orienting the edge
towards vi (vj ). For a complete example of the reduction for a small graph, see Figure 4.
Now by setting the “budget” for the number of edge crossings appropriately, we can
obtain the following theorem (we refer to the full version for a detailed analysis).
I Theorem 1. CM-PM is NP-hard, even if the maximum degree of the input graph is 2.

4

FPT Algorithm for CM-PM

Let (G, k) be an instance of CM-PM, with vertex bipartition X and Y , where |X| = |Y | = n.
(Here, we note that if |X| =
6 |Y | then (G, k) is a no-instance as it does not admit
a perfect
√
matching.) We will design an FPT algorithm for CM-PM running in time 2O( k) nO(1) . Our
algorithm will be a DP algorithm which processes the graph from left to right. That is to
say, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, at stage i, we consider the graph Gi = G[Xi ∪ Yi ], the graph
induced by {x1 , . . . , xi , y1 , . . . , yi }, and solve a family of subproblems, the solution for one of
which will lead to an optimal solution for the entire graph G. We will bound
the number of
√
sub-instances that we need to solve at each stage i, for i ∈ [n], by 2O( k) . To achieve the
above, we will use a well-known result on the number
√ of partitions of an integer, (which says
O( (k))
that the number of partitions of an integer k is 2
). (For the integer 6, a partition of it
is 1 + 2 + 3.) We will rely
on
the
fact
that
for
a
number
t, we can compute all its partitions
√
in time bounded by 2O( t) . This bound will be crucial for achieving the running time.
We first explain the intuition behind our algorithm. Suppose (G, k) is a yes-instance and
let M be a perfect matching of G with cr(M ) 6 k. Fix i ∈ [n]. Consider how M saturates
the “future vertices,” i.e., vertices in Xi+1,n ∪ Yi+1,n . Consider a future vertex, say xj for
some j > i. Using the fact that cr(M ) 6 k, we will show that M cannot match xj to a vertex
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Figure 4 A graph H and the two-layered graph G obtained by passing H to the reduction
algorithm, vertex gadgets presented schematically.

in Yi−k . Therefore, the only vertices in Xi ∪ Yi that can possibly be matched to vertices in
the future belong to Xi−k+1 ∪ Yi−k+1 . In other words, while doing a DP from left to right,
by the time we get to stage i, the intersection of the potential solution with Xi−k ∪ Yi−k
is completely determined. This observation suggests the most obvious strategy: at stage i,
“guess” how the solution matches (and saturates) the vertices in Xi−k+1,i ∪ Yi−k+1,i . But this
strategy will only lead to an algorithm running in time k O(k) nO(1) . Observe that since we are
only interested in a matching with the least possible number of crossings, we need not look
at all possible matchings in G[Xi−k+1,i ∪ Yi−k+1,i ]. We only need to look at which subsets
of Xi−k+1,i and Yi−k+1,i are saturated by M . Thus, from each collection of matchings that
saturate the same subset of Xi−k+1,i ∪ Yi−k+1,i , we remember the matching that incurs the
least number of crossings. This observation can be used to obtain an algorithm running in
time 2O(k) nO(1) . To further improve this running time, we show that the number of subsets
of Xi−k+1,i ∪ Yi−k+1,i that are√not saturated by the intersection of any potential solution
with Xi ∪ Yi cannot exceed 2O( k) . (This is √where we will use the bound that the number of
partitions of an integer t is bounded by 2O( t) .) This will lead us to an algorithm with the
claimed running time for the problem.
We start by giving some notations and preliminary results that will be helpful later. We
let Sat(M ) = {u, v | uv ∈ M }. That is, Sat(M ) is the set of vertices saturated by M in G.
Partitions of an integer. For a positive integer α, a partition of α refers to writing α as a
sum of positive integers (greater than zero), where the order of the summands is immaterial.
Each summand in such a sum is called a part of α. For example, 16 = 1 + 4 + 4 + 7 is a
partition of 16. Note that here two of the parts (the two 4s) are the same. We, however, are
interested in only those partitions of α in which the parts are all distinct. Let us call such
partitions distinct-part partitions. For example, {1, 2, 6, 7} is a distinct-part partition of 16.
It is known that the number of partitions
(and hence the number of distinct-part partitions)
√
of an integer k is bounded by 2O( k) [26]. In light of this result, it is not difficult to√see that
given an integer k, all distinct-part partitions of k can be generated in time 2O( k) . For
future reference, we state these results below.
I Lemma
2. The number of distinct-part partitions of any positive integer k, is√at most
√
2O( k) . Moreover, we can generate all of these distinct-part partitions in time 2O( k) .

bi = {xi−k+` | ` ∈ [k] and i −
Some important sets for the algorithm. For i ∈ [n], we let X
b
k + ` > 1} and Yi = {yi−k+` | ` ∈ [k] and i − k + ` > 1} (see Figure 5). We will argue that
in any perfect matching M in G with cr(M ) 6 k, the vertices from Xi which are matched
bi . Similarly, we can argue that Ybi is the set
to a vertex ys , with s > i + 1, belong to the set X
of vertices from Yi which can possibly be matched to vertices xs , with s > i + 1.
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(b) k = 4. Q = {x5 , x6 , x8 } ⊆ X
number below each xj ∈ Q shows cst8 (xj ).
CstSet8 (Q) = {4, 3, 1} and cst8 (Q) = 8.

bi , Ybi , Q ⊆ X
bi , CstSeti (Q) and csti (Q).
Figure 5 An example of X
bi (resp. Ybi ), which will be helpful
We will now associate costs to vertices (and subsets) of X
bi (resp. Ybi ) are
in obtaining lower bounds on the number of crossings, when vertices from X
matched to vertices ys (resp. xs ), where s > i + 1. To this end, consider i ∈ [n] and a vertex
bi . We let csti (xr ) = i + 1 − r. Since xr ∈ X
bi , we have r 6 i, and thus, csti (xr ) > 1.
xr ∈ X
P
b
For a subset Q ⊆ Xi , we let CstSeti (Q) = {csti (x) | x ∈ Q} and csti (Q) = x∈Q csti (x).
Similarly, for i ∈ [n] and a vertex yr ∈ Ybi , we let csti (yr ) = i + 1 − r > 1. Moreover, for a
P
csti (y). We note
subset Q ⊆ Ybi , we let CstSeti (Q) = {csti (y) | y ∈ Q} and csti (Q) =
y∈Q

that, for each i ∈ [n], we have csti (∅) = 0. In order to understand the intuition behind these
definitions, look at the ith stage in our algorithm. At stage i, we consider the graph G[Xi ∪Yi ].
bi that are matched to vertices in the future (i.e., vertices ys where
Consider the vertices in X
s > i). Note that if xi gets matched to a future vertex, then xi participates in at least
one crossing (in the final solution), and if xi−1 gets matched to a future vertex, then xi−1
bi , if matched to a future
participates in at least two crossings and so on. In particular, xr ∈ X
vertex participates in at least i+1−r crossings. So, csti (xr ) is a lower bound on the number of
crossings in which xr participates (or cost incurred by xr ) if it gets matched to a future vertex.
bi , CstSeti (Q) is the set of minimum costs incurred by each element of Q.
For a set Q ⊆ X
Moreover, csti (Q) is the cost incurred by Q if all its elements get matched to future vertices.
Now using the notion of distinct-part partitions of an integer, we introduce some “special”
sets of subsets of X and Y , respectively. These sets will be crucially used while creating
the sub-instances in our DP algorithm. For α ∈ [k], let P α be the set of all distinct-part
√
partitions of α. Furthermore, let P 6k = ∪α∈[k] P α . From Lemma 2, we have |P 6k | = 2O( k) .
i
Consider i ∈ [n], α ∈ [k], and P ∈ P 6α . We let SX
(P) = {xi+1−β | β ∈ P and i + 1 − β > 1}.
i
(For example, for P = {1, 2, 6, 7, 8} and i = 6, we have SX
(P) = {x6 , x5 , x1 }.) Note that
i
i
i
b
SX (P) ⊆ Xi , CstSeti (SX (P)) = P, and csti (SX (P)) = α, where P is a partition of α ∈ [k].
Similarly, we define SYi (P) = {yi+1−β | β ∈ P and i + 1 − β > 1} ⊆ Ybi . Again, note that
bi and
CstSet (S i (P)) = P and cst (S i (P)) = α. We let S i = {S i (P) | P ∈ P } ∪ {∅} ⊆ 2X
i

X

i

X

S iY = {SYi (P) | P ∈ P 6k } ∪ {∅} ⊆ 2Ybi .

X

X

6k

√

k)
sets each.
I Lemma 3. The families S iX and S iY contain at most |P 6k | + 1 = 2O(
√
i
i
O( k)
Moreover, for each i ∈ [n], the families S X and S Y can be generated in 2
time.

We associate a set of integers to every pair (S, S 0 ) ∈ S iX × S iY , for each i ∈ [n]. These sets
will give the “allowed” number of crossings for a matching in the graph Gi . Consider i ∈ [n],
S ∈ S iX , and S 0 ∈ S iY . We let Alwi (S, S 0 ) = {` ∈ [k]0 | ` 6 k − max{csti (S), csti (S 0 )}}.
I Observation 4. Consider i ∈ [n] \ {1}. For S ∈ S iX and Q ⊆ S \ {xi }, we have Q ∈ S i−1
X .
Similarly, for S 0 ∈ S iY and Q0 ⊆ S 0 \ {yi }, we have Q0 ∈ S i−1
Y .
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I Observation 5. Consider i ∈ [n]\{1}. For S ∈ S iX and Q ⊆ S \{xi }, we have csti−1 (Q) 6
csti (S) − |S|. Similarly, for S 0 ∈ S iY and Q0 ⊆ S 0 \ {xi }, we have csti−1 (Q0 ) 6 csti (S 0 ) − |S 0 |.
We now define the notion of a “compatible matching.” Consider i ∈ [n], S ∈ S iX , and
bi \ Sat(M ),
S ∈ S iY . We say that a matching M in Gi is (i, S, S 0 )-compatible if S = X
0
0
b
S = Yi \ Sat(M ), and cr(M ) 6 k − max{csti (S), csti (S )}. Compatible matchings will be
helpful in establishing the correctness of our algorithm, in which we will be considering
matchings of Gi that saturate exactly (Xi ∪ Yi ) \ (S ∪ S 0 ), while incurring at most a certain
allowed number of crossings. Suppose at the ith stage of our algorithm, we consider a
matching, say Mi , of Gi that does not saturate S. We would like to extend Mi to a matching
of G with at most k crossings. That is, at stage i, Mi matches S to future vertices. Therefore,
while extending Mi to a matching of the entire graph G, we will incur at least csti (S) more
crossings (in addition to cr(Mi )). Therefore, in order to be able to extend Mi to matching
of G with at most k crossings, cr(Mi ) cannot exceed k − csti (S). Identical reasoning holds
for the set S 0 .
We are now ready to define the states of our DP table. For each i ∈ [n], S ∈ S iX
and S 0 ∈ S iY with |S| = |S 0 |, and an integer ` ∈ Alwi (S, S 0 ) = {` ∈ [k]0 | ` 6 k −
max{csti (S), csti (S 0 )}}, we define



1, if there is a matching M in Gi , such that cr(M ) = ` and
0
T [i, S, S , `] =
Sat(M ) = (Xi \ S) ∪ (Yi \ S 0 ),


0, otherwise.
0

Observe that (G, k) is a yes-instance of CM-PM if and only if there is ` ∈ [k]0 , such
that T [n, ∅, ∅, `] = 1. A matching M in Gi is said to realize T [i, S, S 0 , `], if cr(M ) = ` and
M is (i, S, S 0 )-compatible. In the above we note that ` 6 k − max{csti (S), csti (S 0 )}, as
` ∈ Alwi (S, S 0 ). Let us now see how T [i, S, S 0 , `] can be computed.
Base Case. Consider the entry T [1, S, S 0 , `]. Note that cr(G1 ) = 0. Thus, if ` > 0, we have
T [1, S, S 0 , `] = 0. Now we consider the case when ` = 0. Recall that by definition, we have
|S| = |S 0 |. If S = {x1 } and S 0 = {y1 }, then we should not match any vertex. Thus, we have
a matching (which is the empty set) with 0 crossings, and thus, T [1, S, S 0 , `] = 1. Otherwise,
we have S = S 0 = ∅. Note that the only possible matching in the graph G[{x1 , y1 }] is {x1 y1 }.
So, if x1 y1 ∈ E(G), then {x1 y1 } is a matching with 0 crossings, and hence T [1, S, S 0 , `] = 0.
Otherwise, we have x1 y1 ∈
/ E(G), and hence T [1, S, S 0 , `] = 0.
We now move to our recursive formulae for the computation of the entries of our table.
We set the value of T [i, S, S 0 , `] (recursively) based on the following cases, where i > 1.
Case 1: xi ∈ S and yi ∈ S 0 . From Observation 4, we have that S \ {xi } ∈ S i−1
and
X
0
S 0 \ {yi } ∈ S i−1
.
Also,
from
Observation
5
it
follows
that
`
∈
Alw
(S
\
{x
}
,
S
\
{y
i−1
i
i }).
Y
0
0
We set T [i, S, S , `] = T [i − 1, S \ {xi } , S \ {yi } , `].
I Lemma 6. The computation of T [i, S, S 0 , `] in Case 1 is correct.
Case 2: xi ∈ S and yi ∈
/ S 0 , or xi ∈
/ S and yi ∈ S 0 . We will only argue for the case
0
when xi ∈ S and yi ∈
/ S . (The other case can be handled symmetrically.) Thus, hereafter we
assume that xi ∈ S and yi ∈
/ S 0 . In this case, a matching, say M , which realizes T [i, S, S 0 , `],
must saturate the vertex yi and must not saturate the vertex xi . Thus, M must have an
edge xj yi , where j < i (here we rely on the fact that yi cannot be matched to xi , as xi ∈ S).
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xj

<latexit sha1_base64="NK1v11B+7/owtqh6dX7543DeM0U=">AAACGnicZVBNSwMxEE3qV61frR69LBbFQym7Iuix4MWjolWhXUo2nW1Dk82SzIpl6U/wqhd/jTfx6sV/Y7b2YOuDMC8zb3jMi1IpLPr+Ny0tLa+srpXXKxubW9s71drundWZ4dDmWmrzEDELUiTQRoESHlIDTEUS7qPRRTG/fwRjhU5ucZxCqNggEbHgDF3r5qknetW63/Sn8P6TYEbqZIarXo3Sbl/zTEGCXDJrO4GfYpgzg4JLmFS6mYWU8REbQCfD+DzMRZJmCAlfmFlImAIb5tM7Jt6h6/S9WBv3EvSm3b8bOVO2mNiGIzhURVEMh0W1YxU1ig9qLe2cUR5Fat650FluwhwyV0SKk0rhHWfSQ+0VOXl9YYCjHDvCnMSd5vEhM4yjS7PiQgsWI/pP7k6agd8Mrk/rraNZfGWyTw7IMQnIGWmRS3JF2oSTAXkmL+SVvtF3+kE/f6UlOtvZI3OgXz9GA6FE</latexit>

xi

<latexit sha1_base64="9YHuh1D85k/2x7V8DhiYle3Jh2U=">AAACGnicZVBNSwMxEE38rOtX1aOXxaJ4kLIrgh4FLx4r2lZol5JNZ9toslmSWbEs/Qle9eKv8SZevfhvzNYerD4I8zLzhse8OJPCYhB80bn5hcWl5cqKt7q2vrFZ3dpuWZ0bDk2upTa3MbMgRQpNFCjhNjPAVCyhHd9flPP2AxgrdHqDowwixQapSARn6FrXj727XrUW1IMJ/P8knJIamaLR26K029c8V5Ail8zaThhkGBXMoOASxl43t5Axfs8G0MkxOYsKkWY5Qsr/zCykTIGNiskdY3/fdfp+oo17KfqT7u+NgilbTuyRIzhUZVEMh2W1IxUflR/UWtoZoyKO1axzqbPcRAXkrogMx17pneTSR+2XOfl9YYCjHDnCnMSd5vMhM4yjS9NzoYV/I/pPWsf1MKiHVye184NpfBWyS/bIIQnJKTknl6RBmoSTAXkiz+SFvtI3+k4/fqRzdLqzQ2ZAP78BR7ehRQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="No3O6lfxUq2u5bSlob3g/5gQ9Q0=">AAACKnicZVBNSwMxEE3qd/1q9ehlsSgeatkVQY+CF48VbC20S8mm0zY02SzJrFKW/Sle9eKv8SZe/SFmaw/WPgjzMvOGx7wokcKi73/S0srq2vrG5lZ5e2d3b79SPWhbnRoOLa6lNp2IWZAihhYKlNBJDDAVSXiMJrfF/PEJjBU6fsBpAqFio1gMBWfoWv1KtfcsBjBmmHXyfibOg7xfqfkNfwZvmQRzUiNzNPtVSnsDzVMFMXLJrO0GfoJhxgwKLiEv91ILCeMTNoJuisPrMBNxkiLE/N/MQswU2DCb3ZV7J64z8IbauBejN+v+3ciYssXE1h3BsSqKYjguqp2qqF58UGtpF4yyKFKLzoXOchNmkLoiEszLhfcwlR5qr8jNGwgDHOXUEeYk7jSPj5lhHF26ZRda8D+iZdK+aAR+I7i/rN2czuPbJEfkmJyRgFyRG3JHmqRFOHkmL+SVvNF3+kE/6devtETnO4dkAfT7B0VJp3E=</latexit>

bi
X

Ybi
<latexit sha1_base64="T27853R7ry3OAi0kzf/f9Xy6kkA=">AAACKnicZVBNSwMxEE38rOtXq0cvi0XxUMuuCHoUvHisYKtil5JNpzaYbJZkVinL/hSvevHXeCte/SFmaw+2PgjzMvOGx7w4lcJiEIzpwuLS8spqZc1b39jc2q7WdjpWZ4ZDm2upzV3MLEiRQBsFSrhLDTAVS7iNny7L+e0zGCt0coOjFCLFHhMxEJyha/Wqte6L6MOQYX5f9HJxHBa9aj1oBhP4/0k4JXUyRatXo7Tb1zxTkCCXzNqHMEgxyplBwSUUXjezkDL+xB7hIcPBeZSLJM0QEj43s5AwBTbKJ3cV/oHr9P2BNu4l6E+6fzdypmw5sQ1HcKjKohgOy2pHKm6UH9Ra2hmjPI7VrHOps9xEOWSuiBQLr/QeZNJH7Ze5+X1hgKMcOcKcxJ3m8yEzjKNL13OhhfMR/Sedk2YYNMPr0/rF4TS+Ctkj++SIhOSMXJAr0iJtwskLeSVv5J1+0E86pl+/0gU63dklM6DfP0cEp3I=</latexit>
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Xn

bi
X

1

1

<latexit sha1_base64="z2ECyck4/Fdl8VZOHWnNp4Bcnmk=">AAACGnicZVBNSwMxEE3qV12/qh69LBbFg5RdEfQoePFY0VahXUo2nbbBZLMks8Ky9Cd41Yu/xpt49eK/MVt7sO2DMC8zb3jMi1MpLAbBD60sLa+srlXXvY3Nre2d2u5e2+rMcGhxLbV5jJkFKRJooUAJj6kBpmIJD/HTdTl/eAZjhU7uMU8hUmyYiIHgDF3rLu+JXq0eNIIJ/EUSTkmdTNHs7VLa7WueKUiQS2ZtJwxSjApmUHAJY6+bWUgZf2JD6GQ4uIwKkaQZQsLnZhYSpsBGxeSOsX/kOn1/oI17CfqT7v+NgilbTuypIzhSZVEMR2W1uYpPyw9qLe2MURHHata51FluogIyV0SKY6/0HmTSR+2XOfl9YYCjzB1hTuJO8/mIGcbRpem50ML5iBZJ+6wRBo3w9rx+dTyNr0oOyCE5ISG5IFfkhjRJi3AyJC/klbzRd/pBP+nXn7RCpzv7ZAb0+xdHuaFF</latexit>

yi

S0

<latexit sha1_base64="/yVHVisoB31NrV5yeHKGAG1YPRM=">AAACJHicZVBNSwMxEE38rPWr1aOXxaJ4kLIrgh4LXjxWsK1il5JNZ91gslmTWaUs/R1e9eKv8SYevPhbzNYerD4I8zLzhse8KJPCou9/0rn5hcWl5cpKdXVtfWOzVt/qWp0bDh2upTZXEbMgRQodFCjhKjPAVCShF92dlfPeAxgrdHqJowxCxW5TEQvO0LXC/qMYQsKwuB4PxKDW8Jv+BN5/EkxJg0zRHtQp7Q81zxWkyCWz9ibwMwwLZlBwCeNqP7eQMX7HbuEmx/g0LESa5Qgp/zOzkDIFNiwmF429PdcZerE27qXoTbq/NwqmbDmxh45gosqiGCZltSMVHZYf1FraGaMiitSsc6mz3IQF5K6IDMfV0jvOpYfaKxPzhsIARzlyhDmJO83jCTOMo8u16kIL/kb0n3SPmoHfDC6OG639aXwVskN2yQEJyAlpkXPSJh3CyT15Is/khb7SN/pOP36kc3S6s01mQL++AdZXpcM=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="UmftJOZCtu5qyrCELClfpvUrB44=">AAACGXicZVDLSgMxFE3qq46vqks3g8XHopQZEXQpuHFZH1VBh5JJ77ShyWRI7ghl6B+41Y1f407cuvJvzNQubD0Q7sm953K4J86ksBgE37QyN7+wuFRd9lZW19Y3aptbt1bnhkOba6nNfcwsSJFCGwVKuM8MMBVLuIsH5+X87gmMFTq9wWEGkWK9VCSCM3Stq+uDTq0eNIMx/P8knJA6maDV2aT0sat5riBFLpm1D2GQYVQwg4JLGHmPuYWM8QHrwUOOyWlUiDTLEVI+M7OQMgU2KsZnjPw91+n6iTbupeiPu383CqZsObENR7CvyqIY9stqhypulB/UWtopoyKO1bRzqbPcRAXkrogMR17pneTSR+2XMfldYYCjHDrCnMSd5vM+M4yjC9NzoYWzEf0nt0fNMGiGl8f1s/1JfFWyQ3bJIQnJCTkjF6RF2oSThDyTF/JK3+g7/aCfv9IKnexskynQrx/Om6B0</latexit>

Yi
<latexit sha1_base64="7L/69ueVCvgfDluAHMNFRh9Rphg=">AAACHnicZVBNSwMxEE38rOtX1aOXxaJ40LIrgh4FLx4rWKvYpWTTWRuabJZkVijL/givevHXeBOv+m/M1h5sfRDmZeYNj3lxJoXFIPimc/MLi0vLtRVvdW19Y7O+tX1rdW44tLmW2tzFzIIUKbRRoIS7zABTsYROPLys5p0nMFbo9AZHGUSKPaYiEZyha3Xue4U4DstevRE0gzH8/ySckAaZoNXborTb1zxXkCKXzNqHMMgwKphBwSWUXje3kDE+ZI/wkGNyHhUizXKElM/MLKRMgY2K8S2lv+86fT/Rxr0U/XH370bBlK0m9sgRHKiqKIaDqtqRio+qD2ot7ZRREcdq2rnSWW6iAnJXRIalV3knufRR+1VWfl8Y4ChHjjAncaf5fMAM4+gS9Vxo4WxE/8ntSTMMmuH1aePiYBJfjeySPXJIQnJGLsgVaZE24WRInskLeaVv9J1+0M9f6Ryd7OyQKdCvH/KNoqM=</latexit>

1

<latexit sha1_base64="RT6MIM4U9bfSZY5hpgrdB6+B17o=">AAACHHicZVBNSwMxEE3qd/2qevSyWBQPpeyKoMeCF48Krq20S8mm0zY02SzJrFCW/gavevHXeBOvgv/GbO3Btg/CvMy84TEvTqWw6Ps/tLSyura+sblV3t7Z3duvHBw+Wp0ZDiHXUptWzCxIkUCIAiW0UgNMxRKa8eimmDefwVihkwccpxApNkhEX3CGrhU+dXMx6Vaqft2fwlsmwYxUyQx33QNKOz3NMwUJcsmsbQd+ilHODAouYVLuZBZSxkdsAO0M+9dRLpI0Q0j4wsxCwhTYKJ9eMvFOXafn9bVxL0Fv2v2/kTNli4mtOYJDVRTFcFhUO1Zxrfig1tLOGeVxrOadC53lJsohc0WkOCkX3v1Meqi9IimvJwxwlGNHmJO40zw+ZIZxdHmWXWjBYkTL5PGiHvj14P6y2jibxbdJjskJOScBuSINckvuSEg4EeSFvJI3+k4/6Cf9+pOW6GzniMyBfv8CBHiiMQ==</latexit>

Yi

Ybi

Yn
<latexit sha1_base64="MzbeOpOkS//rGKvm89tXd5k6uzM=">AAACGnicZVA9SwNBEN31M8avREubw6BYhHAngpYBG0tFo5F4hL3NJFmyH8funBCO/ARbbfw1dmJr479xL6Yw+mCZtzNveMxLUikchuEXXVhcWl5ZLa2V1zc2t7Yr1Z1bZzLLocWNNLadMAdSaGihQAnt1AJTiYS7ZHRezO8ewTph9A2OU4gVG2jRF5yhb13fd3W3Ugsb4RTBfxLNSI3McNmtUvrQMzxToJFL5lwnClOMc2ZRcAmT8kPmIGV8xAbQybB/FudCpxmC5n9mDjRT4OJ8esckOPCdXtA31j+NwbT7eyNnyhUTV/cEh6ooiuGwqG6sknrxQWOkmzPKk0TNOxc6x22cQ+aLSHFSLrz7mQzQBEVOQU9Y4CjHnjAv8acFfMgs4+jTLPvQor8R/Se3x40obERXJ7Xm4Sy+Etkj++SIROSUNMkFuSQtwsmAPJFn8kJf6Rt9px8/0gU629klc6Cf3xl9oSo=</latexit>

bi−1 \ S. Here, the red edges
Figure 6 An illustration of the edges intersecting xj yi , where xj ∈ X
intersect xj yi and the green edges do not intersect xj yi .
As M must satisfy the constraint cr(M ) = ` 6 k, we must have i − k 6 j < i. That is,
bi−1 . We will construct a set
the vertex to which yi is matched, must belong to the set X
i−1
b
Q ⊆ S X ⊆ 2Xi−1 . This set will be used for creating sub-instances whose values are needed
for the computation of T [i, S, S 0 , `]. Intuitively speaking, each set in Q will determine a
vertex to which yi is matched, in the matching that we are seeking for. Note that as yi must
be saturated by any matching that realizes (or complies) with T [i, S, S 0 , `], the edge, say
x
byi in the matching might intersect other edges of the matching. Therefore, we will have
to account for this extra overhead in the number of crossing edges. To count these extra
crossings incurred, we will define an “overhead” function.
bi−1 (each of size at most O(k)).
b Q
e ⊆ 2X
To construct Q, we first construct two sets Q,
b ⊇Q
e ⊇ Q (in that order, by removing some “bad sets”). For a vertex
We will obtain Q
b
xj ∈ (N (yi ) ∩ Xi−1 ) \ S, let Qj = (S \ {xi }) ∪ {xj }. Intuitively, the vertex yi will be matched
bi−1 . We let Q
b = {Qj | xj ∈
to xj , when Qj is under consideration. Note that Qj ⊆ X
bi−1 ) \ S}. In the above definition, we only consider the neighbors of yi from
(N (yi ) ∩ X
bi−1 \ S, because we require that the desired matching must not saturate a vertex from S.
X
e =Q
b ∩ S i−1 . We now define a function ovh : Q
e → N (see Figure 6 for an intuitive
We let Q
X
e we set ovh(Qj ) = |Xj+1,i \ S|. To obtain Q, we will delete those
illustration). For Qj ∈ Q,
e which will incur an “overhead” of crossings more than the “allowed” budget.
sets from Q
e we have
Before constructing Q, we first recall the following facts. By the definition of Q,
i−1
i−1
0
Q ∈ S X . Moreover, from Observation 4 it follows that S ∈ S Y (as yi ∈
/ S 0 ). We set
0
0
e
Q = {Q ∈ Q | ` − ovh(Q) ∈ Alwi−1 (Q, S )}. Now we set T [i, S, S , `] as follows.
(
0, if Q = ∅,
0
T [i, S, S , `] = W
0
Q∈Q T [i − 1, Q, S , ` − ovh(Q)], otherwise.
I Lemma 7. The computation of T [i, S, S 0 , `] in Case 2 is correct.
Case 3: xi ∈
/ S and yi ∈
/ S 0 . In this case, a matching, say M , which realizes T [i, S, S 0 , `],
must saturate both the vertices xi and yi . Thus, M must have edges xj yi and xi yj 0 , where
j 6 i and j 0 6 i. (Assuming xi is adjacent to yi in G, it can be the case that j = j 0 = i, in
which case xi yi ∈ M .) We will thus have T [i, S, S 0 , `] = T1 [i, S, S 0 , `] ∨ T2 [i, S, S 0 , `], where
T1 [i, S, S 0 , `] and T2 [i, S, S 0 , `] are boolean variables that correspond respectively to the cases
j = j 0 = i and j 6= i (and j 0 6= i). We now define T1 [i, S, S 0 , `] and T2 [i, S, S 0 , `], formally.
SoCG 2019
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bi−1 . As yi ∈
Defining T1 [i, S, S 0 , `]. Since xi ∈
/ S, we have S ⊆ X
/ S 0 , we have S 0 ⊆ Ybi−1 .
i−1
i−1
0
By Observation 4, S ∈ S X and S ∈ S Y . Note that if a matching M that realizes
T [i, S, S 0 , `] contains the edge xi yi (assuming xi yi is indeed an edge in the graph G), then
cr(M ) = cr(M \ {xi yi }). That is, no additional crossing is incurred by adding the edge xi yi
to the matching M \ {xi yi }. Also, note that ` ∈ Alwi−1 (S, S 0 ). With these observations, we
define T1 [i, S, S 0 , `] as follows.
(
0, if xi yi ∈
/ E(G),
0
T1 [i, S, S , `] =
T [i − 1, S, S 0 , `], otherwise.
Defining T2 [i, S, S 0 , `]. Now, to define T2 [i, S, S 0 , `], we proceed as in Case 2. For a vertex
bi−1 ) \ S, let Qj = S ∪ {xj }. We let Q
bi−1 ) \ S}, and
b = {Qj | xj ∈ (N (yi ) ∩ X
xj ∈ (N (yi ) ∩ X
b ∩ S i−1 . Similarly, for a vertex yj 0 ∈ (N (xi ) ∩ Ybi−1 ) \ S 0 , let Rj 0 = S 0 ∪ {yj 0 }. We let
Q=Q
X
b = {Rj 0 | yj 0 ∈ (N (xi ) ∩ Ybi−1 ) \ S 0 }, and R = R
b ∩ S i−1 . We will now construct a set of
R
Y
“crucial pairs” from Q × R, for the computation of T2 [i, S, S 0 , `]. Towards this, we define a
function ovh : Q × R → N. We set ovh(Qj , Rj 0 ) = |Xj+1,i \ S| + |Yj 0 +1,i \ S 0 | − 1, for Qj ∈ Q
and Rj 0 ∈ R. Finally, we let C = {(Q, R) ∈ Q × R | ` − ovh(Q, R) ∈ Alwi−1 (Q, R)}. Now we
set T2 [i, S, S 0 , `] as follows.
(
0, if C = ∅,
0
T2 [i, S, S , `] = W
(Q,R)∈C T [i − 1, Q, R, ` − ovh(Q, R)], otherwise.
I Lemma 8. The computation of T [i, S, S 0 , `] in Case 3 is correct.
As observed earlier, (G, k) is a yes-instance of CM-PM if and only if there is ` ∈ [k]0 ,
such that T [n, ∅, ∅, `] = 1. Note that for each i ∈ [n], S ∈ S iX , S 0 ∈ S iY , and ` ∈ Alwi (S, S 0 ),
we can compute the entry T [i, S, S 0 , `] √
in time bounded by nO(1) . Moreover, the number of
O( k) O(1)
entries in our table is bounded by
(see Lemma 3). Thus, the running time of
n
√ 2
the algorithm is bounded by 2O( k) nO(1) . The correctness of the algorithm follows from the
correctness of base case and recursive formulae. Thus, we obtain the following theorem.
I Theorem 9. CM-PM admits an algorithm running in time 2O(

√

k) O(1)

n

.
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